DESCRIPTION

This photo collection consists of photographs from a trip to the Grand Canyon by Marie Du Barry in September 1924. The photographs are mostly views of the canyon, but also included are buildings at the Grand Canyon and portraits of Marie Du Barry. A folder of desert scenes includes some photographs from Saguaro National Monument near Tucson, Casa Grande Ruins and the State Capitol in Phoenix, Arizona.

1 Box, .25 linear ft.

BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION

Marie Du Barry was born in Denver, CO on May 30, 1897. Du Barry spent her childhood on a ranch in Idaho before moving to San Diego. Her work includes landscapes, animal portraiture, and nature studies. She died in San Diego on Sept. 10, 1990.

ACQUISITION

Donated by Marie Du Barry in June 1977.

ACCESS

There are no restrictions on access to this collection.

COPYRIGHT

Requests for permission to publish material from this collection should be addressed to the Arizona Historical Society, Tucson, Archives Department.

PROCESSING

The collection was processed by Nancy Siner in June 2009.